
 

 

 

 

Abbey Line Passing Loop Feasibility Study: Construction 
25th June 2018 

 

 Background 
In the last quarter of 2017, 87 Abbey Flyer members donated £4,410 along with £2,000 from the 

Locality funds from councillors Sandy Walkington, Stephen Giles-Medhurst and Asif Khan.  This 

enabled us to commission a feasibility study on the costs of installing a passing loop.  The motivation 

for this was that we have seen other schemes for a passing loop come in with a lower cost e.g. 

£7.8m for a passing loop at Penryn railway station.  This is in comparison to a cost estimate from 

Network Rail of £15-35m for a passing loop to be installed on the Abbey Line. 

We wanted to investigate if there were alternatives to the Network Rail proposal which could cost 

less.  With a lower cost solution we would then be in a position where we could more likely be able 

to champion and gain funding for the required works. 

This report is a first step and includes the details regarding the civil engineering and cost projections 

for a passing loop as we saw this as the fundamental question which needed to be answered.  Our 

challenge is still to build the complete business case for which we are still championing match 

funding.  This would enable us to commission the second half of the report and thus provide a 

complete business justification for investment.  This would be the understanding of current usage, 

economic growth/demand forecasts, costs of second train and the overall commercial viability 

assessment.  The draft report includes the framework for the full business case, however that has 

been removed in this publication to prevent confusion with the parts which are completed. 

Thank you to all those who have contributed to this study without whom we would not be able to 

show people that there is a way that this can be delivered in a cost efficient manner. 

  



 Executive Summary 
The report presents a number of options for the passing loop and develops two of them to a cost 

estimated solution.  Both of these solutions present similar level of service and risks. 

Both options provide a passing loop at Bricket Wood with the aim that the train only has to stop a 

single time in normal operation.  Thus this should not cause significant extension to the current 

journey time. 

The largest financial risks are the cost for turnouts (points), electrification, signalling and additional 

track in both refined solutions.  The estimated cost for the cheaper solution is £8.6m (with an 80% 

confidence) with the layout as shown in Figure 11.  The second option is for a second platforms at 

Bricket Wood, opposite the existing one, which come in at an estimated £9.9m (with an 80% 

confidence) because of the additional ramps to get to the public footpath shown in Figure 4. 
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3 Preliminary optioneering 

3.1 Design objectives 

The high-level design objectives we have sought to achieve in the development of a solution are as 

follows: 

• Provide infrastructure that will enable service frequency to be doubled whilst ensuring 

operational robustness and efficiency 

• Maximise the cost-efficiency of any new solution 

• Ensure that new facilities are compliant with current accessibility guidance from the 

Department for Transport (DfT) 

• Avoid any land take that might trigger expensive and lengthy planning procedures such as a 

Development Consent Order or Transport and Works Act Order 

3.2 Option A: Dynamic passing loop between Garston and Bricket Wood 

A dynamic passing loop is a long length of parallel track enabling both trains to pass at speed – ideally 

without slowing down. This is (in theory) a very efficient way of increasing the frequency of the service 

but it is dependent on accurate timekeeping for both trains as a delay for one train can immediately 

impact on the other. 

The length of a dynamic loop is dependent on how much timetable resilience is needed – which may 

not be much on a closed-system like this, but if trains are significantly delayed, there can be substantial 

delays to passengers on a train sitting in a loop waiting for the other train to pass.  Factors that dictate 

the length of the loop include the line speed, the signalling system and overlap lengths, and level of 

timetabling tolerance required. 

A train travelling at 50mph (the local line speed) covers about 22m per second. The closing speed of 

two trains in opposite directions is therefore about 44m per second. In order to provide a 30-second 

tolerance, this implies a loop length of 1.3km – in addition to that required for trains to enter the loop 

and for signalling to have proved them clear of the previous signalling section with enough time to 

avoid each train slowing down.   

In effect, most of the section between Garston and Bricket Wood would need to be double-tracked 

and the presence of overbridges such as the M1 could limit the available length to about 1.5km.  All 

the Overhead Line Electrification (OLE) would need to be reconstructed because the existing cantilever 

supports are where the second track bed would need to be. 

On this high-level basis, we concluded that this option was probably theoretically possible but likely 

to be disproportionally expensive and likely to introduce an operational constraint that would be very 

intolerant of variances in the train timings. 

3.3 Option B: Passing loop at Garston 

A static passing loop at Garston was considered in the desktop study because it is closer to the 

timetabled half way point and would therefore reduce impact on operational flexibility. 

From the desktop study we determined that: 

• It was likely to be difficult to construct a second track and platform within the Network Rail 

(NR) boundary) 
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• A passing loop would be slightly hemmed in by the single-track underbridge over the Gossamers 

• A potential underpass access to Fourth Avenue would unlock access for a lot of pedestrians 

from the West who otherwise have a much longer walk. This could be worth doing even if the 

passing loop is not located here 

• The same underpass would avoid the cost of a bridge and could probably be fairly easily be 

constructed in a long weekend 

• There would be no real vehicular access possible (as now), and while this can be a positive thing, 

it does disadvantage PRMs 

Although the underpass idea was attractive in principle, as was the potential to unlock more of the 

housing to the West of the railway, the probable difficulty of constructing a second platform and 

passing loop in this location meant that it was unlikely to be fruitful to continue pursuing this option. 

Although we were not able to visit Garston station for a site visit as part of this current work, we have 

been there before, and were again able to view the location from the train window. These initial views 

suggest that space is very limited for a platform, and that the ground levels relative to the track were 

not as low as expected, effectively ruling out an underpass. 

3.4 Option C: Static passing loop immediately south of Bricket Wood station 

A static passing loop immediately to the south of Bricket Wood station would avoid the cost of a 

second platform and associated bridge works, making it less expensive than an in-station option.  

Trains to St Albans Abbey would wait in the loop for the London-bound service to depart the Bricket 

Wood station. 

However, it would incur the same track, signalling and electrification costs as an in-station option and 

would add generalised journey time cost implications for every northbound journey. 

From a passenger experience perspective, it would be very frustrating for passengers to be on a train 

that waited short of Bricket Wood to allow the Watford Junction-bound train to pass before pulling in 

to stop at the station. 

Therefore, although this option would probably be cheaper than others, we considered that the 

passenger experience would significantly detract from the benefits and decided not to pursue it 

further. 

3.5 Option D: Passing loop with two platforms at Bricket Wood 

The option to provide a static passing loop at Bricket Wood is potentially attractive because: 

• There appears to be sufficient space for the northbound platform 

• It is close to the route midpoint by distance, so would have a reasonably low impact on the 

timetable 

• There is an existing public footbridge to the north of the station which might be repurposed as 

the station footbridge. It could potentially be connected to the platforms by ramps (which 

would require a continuation of the current open platform policy, so no problem expected 

there) 

Some initial photographs and videos helpfully provided by Abfly indicated that: 

• The existing footbridge is in poor condition and was perhaps originally designed for two tracks, 

but the current alignment goes through the middle to give headroom for the overhead line 

electrification 
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• The public footpath between Station Road and Black Boy Wood road looked too steep 

approaching the footbridge on each side to meet DfT accessibility requirements 

The working proposition therefore was to offset the Northbound platform slightly to the South, so the 

two tracks can merge into one under the footbridge. If necessary, the footbridge may have to be 

reconstructed (re-using the existing abutments) to enable PRM access. 

3.6 Option E: Static passing loop with one platform at Bricket Wood  

Following discussion at the Abbey Flyers Community Rail Partnership meeting on 29 May 2018, we 

investigated further a hybrid between options C and D which is similar to an arrangement used at 

Penryn in Cornwall.  In order to illustrate how the principle might be applied at Bricket Wood, we have 

developed the schematic drawing in Figure 2 

In this option, a Southbound train would arrive at the new extended platform first, and would be 

proved to have stopped before the Northbound train could approach the junction at the southern end 

of the station.  The Northbound train would then pass the Southbound train in the new loop, and draw 

forward, stopping in the existing part of the platform which is now only for Northbound services.  As 

soon as the Northbound train is in the loop and the single line section to Watford Junction is cleared, 

the Southbound train may then depart. The Northbound train is able to continue through the loop 

and stop at the Northern part of the platform and continue North when it wishes to. 

FIGURE 2: PASSING LOOP WITH SINGLE PLATFORM AT BRICKET WOOD 

 

This is a very neat solution that avoids the cost of a footbridge.  But it also has a similar operational 

constraint to Option C in that, if the Southbound train is running late, the Northbound train will have 

to wait in the loop until the route ahead is clear.  However, unlike Option C, the undesirable feature 

of Northbound services stopping in the loop and then in the station does not take place under normal 

operations. 

3.7 Selection of solutions for development 

It is important to understand the manner in which the proposed solution has become the 

recommended one. In some cases of scheme development, various options may be considered until 

relatively late in the project, with each having advantages and disadvantages, as shown in the diagram 

below. 
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FIGURE 3: OPTION SELECTION PROCESS 

 

However, in this case, three of the options had features which contravened the initial requirements.  

The dynamic passing loop (Option A) seems viable, but expensive and operationally limiting.  The 

passing loop at Garston (Option B) seems unlikely to be viable, and inaccessible to vehicular access.  

The static passing loop south of Bricket Wood (Option C) seemed cheap but likely to result in a very 

unsatisfactory customer experience.  Since these options are unlikely to meet the project objectives, 

they have not been pursued further. 

The passing loop with two platforms at Bricket Wood (Option D) achieves the objectives and provides 

the best operational solution. The hybrid single platform loop (option E) similarly meets the objectives, 

avoids footbridge costs and can be operationally efficient if trains run to time.  The trade-off for these 

two options is between capital cost and relative benefits. 

We have therefore developed both options D and E to a similar level so that this trade-off can be 

better understood. 
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4 Option D: Design commentary 

4.1 Design proposals 

4.1.1 Overview 

FIGURE 4: SCHEMATIC OF TWO-PLATFORM BRICKET WOOD SOLUTION 

 

This option includes a passing loop on the West side of the track at Bricket Wood station as shown in 

Figure 4: 4 and 5. In this location, we have included a 2.5m-wide platform suitable for a four-car length 

train, accessed via ramps that connect to the existing brick overbridge.  A small shelter on the new 

platform will provide protection from the elements for waiting passengers.   

FIGURE 5: AERIAL MAP LAYOUT OF TWO-PLATFORM BRICKET WOOD SOLUTION  

 

4.1.2 The access ramps 

The new platform on the west side would be accessed via a ramped path on an embankment or 

retained earth structure that connects to the existing brick overbridge.  We would anticipate that the 

fill for the embankment would be taken from the existing material that would be otherwise removed 
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to make way for the platform.  We gleaned from a recent Community Rail Partnership meeting that 

the current mound of vegetation hides the original platform that might be refurbished.  This will 

reduce costs of movement and disposal.  There are a range of possible embankment construction 

options here that are similar in cost, ranging from gabion walls to geogrid retained earth structures. 

On the east side, a new metal ramp structure would be provided to give access to the existing 

platform.  The metal ramp structure would be required here because of the lack of space available to 

construct an embankment. 

Given the proximity of the ramps to local housing, we would expect the ramps to include privacy 

fencing on the side nearest the railway’s neighbours. 

Both the new ramps (and the connection over the existing bridge) would comply with Department for 

Transport (DfT) guidance1 on gradients for Persons of Restricted Mobility (PRMs) so that PRMs can 

access both platforms satisfactorily. 

FIGURE 6: PUBLIC FOOTPATH LEVELS AND GRADIENTS 

 

We had looked at the possibility that the connecting public footpath from Station Road to Black Boy 

Wood might be amended as part of this work (though perhaps separately funded) to meet accessibility 

standards and hence provide better access to the railway.  Our site visit showed us that the existing 

gradients are so steep (see Figure 6: ) that this would be a considerable undertaking involving new 

structures and a level of expenditure that would be difficult to justify.   

Our proposal is therefore to connect the path/ramp to the public footpath either side of the existing 

footbridge, and blend the vertical alignment of the path to a gradient consistent with the existing 

gradients on each respective side so that, ideally, it is no worse than existing. 

4.1.3 The platform 

The location of the new platform is driven by two important constraints. The first is the existing 

footbridge at the north end of the station; the second is the introduction of signalling. These are 

described below. 

                                                                 
 

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/accessible-railway-stations-design-standards  
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FIGURE 7: MASONRY ARCH FOOTBRIDGE TO THE NORTH OF BRICKET WOOD STATION 

 

Although the masonry arch footbridge shown in Figure 7:  was probably built for two tracks originally, 

the existing track is aligned fairly centrally through the arch to enable the Overhead Line Electrification 

(OLE) to pass beneath the structure.  This approach is often taken where headroom is limited, in order 

to avoid incurring bridge reconstruction costs when electrification is introduced. The existing platform 

has been positioned to meet the track in this location, and therefore it is impractical to move the track 

to allow a second track through again. 

The introduction of signalling is necessary because two trains are working on the same route and must 

be protected from each other. This means that there is a minimum distance of 20m from the train 

stop point on the platform to the signal, and then a 60m overlap which would allow trains that pass 

the signal in error to be automatically stopped before they reach the Fouling Point where they might 

conflict with a train coming the other way. The distance between the Fouling point and the switch tips 

of the turnout is about 45m. 

When these two issues are combined, the effect is that the Northern turnout can only be started 

where the footbridge is, and the length of the various distances results in the platform being located 

just over 120m from the footbridge.  This is slightly further than the 100m needed for the ramp length. 

4.1.4 The passing loop  

The passing loop is approximately 360m long and is intended to allow for two 4-car train sets to be 

brought in (as an Empty Coaching Stock (ECS) move) before being split at Bricket Wood at the start of 

the day. Similarly, the two trains on the route will be joined at Bricket Wood at the end of the day.  

This unusual arrangement is driven by the desire to minimise signalling costs. 
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The signalling and operational strategy proposed is complex in order to avoid the costs of extending 

the existing controlled signalling network up to Bricket Wood.  This is because an extension of the 

existing network would require several miles worth of cabling works, but also the modification of the 

control room with possible implications on staff workloads; this can, in some instances, trigger 

additional staffing requirements.  Although the precise impacts of extending the existing signalling are 

not currently known or investigated, it is our experience, and that of our specialist signalling 

subcontractor, Kilborn Consulting Ltd, that such amendments invariably unlock a cascade of effects 

that rapidly increase the cost of the project out of all proportion.   

We have therefore proposed an approach that retains the existing token-operated track operations, 

but creates an automatically controlled signalling ‘island’, thus avoiding extensive cabling or impact 

on the signaller’s workload.  However, it does result in new operational procedures and the need to 

extend the passing loop to accommodate a double-length train to be split or joined in the passing 

loop.  Further explanation of the signalling approach is contained in Appendix 0.   

It is our view that cost of the extra length of passing loop is likely to be less than the signalling costs 

which would form part of a more conventional signalling extension scheme. 

4.2 Design assumptions and constraints 

The following have been used as key assumptions or constraints in the design development.  

Substantial changes to these assumptions may result in the amendment of the design solution. 

TABLE 1: NUMERICAL DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS 

Assumption or constraint Value Unit Basis 

Maximum train length 4 Cars Discussion with The Railway 

Consultancy ref email 26 Feb 18 

Train car length 20 m Discussion with The Railway 

Consultancy ref email 26 Feb 18 

Max speed over turnouts 25 mph Based on RT60C data 

Total length required for two trains to split 

and join 

170 m NR/L2/TRK/2049 A.8.14 

Signal stand back 20 m Standard preferred distance 

Signalling overlap 60 m Standard distance for 25mph speed 

(based on advice from Kilborn 

Consulting Ltd) 

 

There are also the following non-numerical assumptions or constraints that have proved important 

in the design development: 

• Assumed that the footbridge at Bricket Wood will remain in situ: Ownership and maintenance 

plans unknown.  However, it was noted on the site visit that fractures indicate historical distress 

suggesting differential settlement (see Error! Reference source not found.). 

• Assumed that clearance under footbridge at Bricket Wood is not sufficient for two trains (and 

electrification): Visual inspection suggests that although the bridge may have been originally 

built for two trains, the current alignment of the single track is centred to enable the Overhead 

Line Electrification (OLE) to pass under the centre of the arch 

• Assumed that positioning the track centreline separation at 4.0m instead of the more usual 

3.405 will enable the existing track drainage to remain in place: Estimate based on Google 

Earth imagery 
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• Assumed that the Train Operating Company (TOC), drivers’ unions, and NR Signalling will 

accept the proposed approach: The signalling proposal is based on a first principles solution 

suggested by Kilborn Consulting Ltd to limit the expense of installing signalling infrastructure 

• Assumed that it is not necessary to amend the public footpath gradient from Station Road to 

Black Boy Wood to comply with Department for Transport guidance for Persons with 

Restricted Mobility (PRMs): This footpath is already well above the limiting gradients for most 

of its length 

• Assumed that permission will be granted to make local amendments to the public footpath 

to connect with the platform access ramp/path: This can be achieved without modification to 

the bridge itself, and the footpath gradient can be made more consistent 

 

FIGURE 8: EXAMPLE FRACTURE TO PARAPET AT NORTH WEST OF THE BRIDGE (ADJACENT TO PREVIOUS REPAIR) 

 

4.3 Risks and opportunities 

Risks 

TABLE 2: PRIMARY RISKS FOR OPTION D 

Risk Rating Suggested mitigation activities 

Network Rail / TOCs / Unions / HMRI do not accept 

the signalling proposal resulting in a much more 

expensive proposal 

Medium Engage with key stakeholders early in the next 

phase to explain what we propose and why 

Electrification system not sufficient to handle 

additional loop and power draw from near 

simultaneous start of two trains, resulting in 

additional power requirements 

Medium Seek specialist traction power advice in next 

stage 

Signalling overrun risk assessment results in 

additional distance needed between the platform 

and the crossover leading to increased cost and 

decreased ease of access 

Low Engage with key stakeholders early in the next 

phase to explain what we propose and why 
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Risk Rating Suggested mitigation activities 

Local objection to ramps near houses (because of 

fear of being overlooked, despite fencing) leads to 

additional security measures or delay to the project 

Low Develop some privacy fencing options and 

engage with those who may object early on to 

identify their preference; remind them that 

their house values will probably benefit from 

this project 

Track drainage needs to be remodelled as a result 

of the second track 

Low Seek advice from local Network Rail drainage 

engineers 

 

Opportunities 

TABLE 3: PRIMARY OPPORTUNITIES FOR OPTION D 

Opportunity Rating Suggested enabling activities 

Adopt the site adjacent to the station car park as a 

construction site for contractors 

Medium Ask Network Rail for guidance on local land 

ownership. 

Reconstruct the footbridge with a flat deck 

structure, reusing existing abutments, to enable the 

track doubling to start further north 

Low Check if Network Rail is planning to carry out 

any major works to this structure in the near 

future that might be modified to incorporate 

deck reconstruction 

Obtain support for trialling Cab Based Train Control 

(CBTC) signalling system, which could be much 

more expensive but separately funded.  [This would 

be an ideal trial location for this next-generation 

signalling system] 

Low Connect with Digital Railway and potential 

suppliers of these systems to see if any is 

willing to adopt this as a test bed to 

demonstrate their equipment to the UK railway 

industry 

 

4.4 Costs commentary 
FIGURE 9: 'S-CURVE' OF OPTION D PROJECT COSTS INCLUDING OPTIMISM BIAS AT 51% 

 

We have prepared a high-level cost estimate commensurate with the concept level of design work 

undertaken to date.  Using ‘all-in’ rates for measured direct costs, and allowances for various on-cost 
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items such as design, planning, legal and other enabling work, we have developed a cost range as 

illustrated in Figure 9: .  This includes the industry standard ‘Optimism Bias’ (see Appendix B1

 Optimism Bias) for this stage and type of project of 51%. 

The probability range simply illustrates that our ‘Best Guess’ point estimate is currently £8.9m, and 

that we consider there is statistically a 49% chance that the project will be delivered for this cost or 

less.  Since this level of confidence is probably too low for most funders, we have illustrated the level 

of budget required for an 80% confidence level (P80), which can be seen to be £9.9m.  We would 

recommend that this P80 estimate is the one adopted in further correspondence. 

The breakdown of the costs is shown in Figure 10, illustrating that the Measured Direct costs amount 

to some 37% of the total cost, the rest being made up of allowances for enabling activities, and then 

Optimism Bias on top.  Further explanation of the other cost allowances is shown in Error! 

Reference source not found. in Appendix B2 Cost categories 

FIGURE 10: BREAKDOWN OF OPTION D COSTS 

The top five most influential cost 

items in the Measured Direct costs 

are, in order: 

1. Turnouts 

2. Electrification 

3. Signalling 

4. New track 

5. Up side ramp 

These represent the items where the 

quantum and variability of cost have 

the greatest influence on the final 

price and therefore give the priority 

for attention at the next stage of 

design. 
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5  Option E: Design commentary 

5.1 Design proposals 

5.1.1 Overview 

FIGURE 11: PASSING LOOP WITH SINGLE PLATFORM AT BRICKET WOOD 

 

In the selected solution, we have proposed a passing loop on the west side of the track at Bricket 

Wood station as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12.  The existing platform is extended to the north and 

the south to serve the northbound and southbound services respectively.   

FIGURE 12: AERIAL MAP LAYOUT OF PASSING LOOP WITH SINGLE PLATFORM AT BRICKET WOOD 

 

 

5.1.2 The platform 

The Northbound platform extension can be the same width as the current platform and assumes full 

use of the existing constructed platform is possible2.   

The Southbound platform is constrained to the available land between the track and the adjacent 

property.  Although we have not been able to measure this directly, it appears to be between 2.5 and 

2.9m which is sufficient for a single face platform. However, it does not give much available width for 

a shelter and we have assumed a shelter that is longer and thinner than normal will be necessary in 

this location. 

                                                                 
 

2 The existing platform has a notice preventing passenger access to the northernmost 20m approximately. 
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Because of track points, the minimum distances for positioning of insulating rail joints and train 

stopping tolerances, there is a distance of some 75m on the existing platform that would become a 

‘no access’ area for the train.  This is unfortunate, because it will be confusing for passengers to arrive 

at the station and find that the trains do not stop in front of them, and that the existing shelter is no-

where near the trains.  

We have therefore provided two new small shelters for each service to provide protection from the 

elements for waiting passengers and encourage movement toward the middle of the trains.   

5.1.3 The passing loop 

The passing loop length is calculated in the same way as Option D. 

5.2 Design assumptions and constraints 

The following have been used as key assumptions or constraints in the design development.  

Substantial changes to these assumptions may result in the amendment of the design solution. 

The numerical assumptions used in Table 1 for Option D have been adopted for Option E also. 

FIGURE 13: VIEW SOUTH FROM BRICKET WOOD STATION PLATFORM 

 

There are also the following non-numerical assumptions or constraints that have proved important 

in the design development: 

• Assumed that there is sufficient space between the track and the adjacent landowner 

boundary that a platform of at least 2.5m width may be constructed.: Ownership and 

maintenance access plans are unknown but Figure 13 suggests there is sufficient width available. 

• Assumed that positioning the track centreline separation at 4.0m instead of the more usual 

3.405 will enable the existing track drainage to remain in place: Estimate based on Google 

Earth imagery 

• Assumed that the Train Operating Company (TOC), drivers’ unions, and NR Signalling will 

accept the proposed approach: The signalling proposal is based on a first principles solution 

suggested by Kilborn Consulting Ltd to limit the expense of installing signalling infrastructure 
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5.3 Risk and opportunities 

Risks 

TABLE 4: PRIMARY RISKS FOR OPTION E 

Risk Rating Suggested mitigation activities 

Network Rail / TOCs / Unions / HMRI do not accept 

the signalling proposal resulting in a much more 

expensive proposal 

Medium Engage with key stakeholders early in the next 

phase to explain what we propose and why 

Electrification system not sufficient to handle 

additional loop and power draw from near 

simultaneous start of two trains, resulting in 

additional power requirements 

Medium Seek specialist traction power advice in next 

stage 

Track drainage needs to be remodelled as a result 

of the second track 

Medium Seek advice from local Network Rail drainage 

engineers 

Signalling overrun risk assessment results in 

additional distance needed between the two 

connected platforms leading to increased cost and 

decreased ease of access 

Low Engage with key stakeholders early in the next 

phase to explain what we propose and why 

Local objection to ramps near houses (because of 

fear of being overlooked, despite fencing) leads to 

additional security measures or delay to the project 

Low Develop some privacy fencing options and 

engage with those who may object early on to 

identify their preference; remind them that 

their house values will probably benefit from 

this project 

 

Opportunities 

TABLE 5: PRIMARY OPPORTUNITIES FOR OPTION E 

Opportunity Rating Suggested enabling activities 

Adopt the site adjacent to the station car park as a 

construction site for contractors 

Medium Ask Network Rail for guidance on local land 

ownership. 

Obtain support for trialling Cab Based Train Control 

(CBTC) signalling system, which could be much 

more expensive but separately funded.  [This would 

be an ideal trial location for this next-generation 

signalling system] 

Low Connect with Digital Railway and potential 

suppliers of these systems to see if any is 

willing to adopt this as a test bed to 

demonstrate their equipment to the UK railway 

industry 
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5.4 Costs commentary 
FIGURE 14: 'S-CURVE' OF OPTION E PROJECT COSTS INCLUDING OPTIMISM BIAS AT 51% 

 

As with Option D, we have prepared a high-level cost estimate commensurate with the concept level 

of design work undertaken to date and developed a cost range as illustrated in Figure 9: .  This also 

includes the industry standard ‘Optimism Bias’ (see Appendix B1 Optimism Bias) for this stage and type 

of project of 51%. 

The probability range for Option E illustrates that our ‘Best Guess’ point estimate is currently £7.6m, 

and that we consider there is statistically a 48% chance that the project will be delivered for this cost 

or less.  Since this level of confidence is probably too low for most funders, we have illustrated the 

level of budget required for an 80% confidence level (P80), which can be seen to be £8.6m.  We would 

recommend that this P80 estimate is the one adopted in further correspondence. 

The breakdown of the costs is the same as that shown in Figure 10 because the assumptions for 

allowances have not changed from Option D for this option.  

The top five most influential cost items in the Measured Direct costs are, in order: 

1. Turnouts 

2. Electrification 

3. Signalling 

4. New track 

5. Platform decking 

These represent the items where the quantum and variability of cost have the greatest influence on 

the final price and therefore give the priority for attention at the next stage of design. 
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5.4 Comparative cost assessment 

Whether the saving of £1.3m (approx. 13%) for Option E against option D is enough to offset the cost 

of operational vulnerabilities over the assessment horizon remains to be tested at later stages of the 

project.   

The cost ranges of each option are largely dictated by features common to both and improving the 

design and cost understanding for both designs is likely to result in similar refinements to the cost 

range.   

It is the differentiating factors such as the extent and cost of the ramps, and the time lost in waiting 

on the loop or time taken to walk to houses to the West of the station that are likely to swing the 

balance of cost-benefit analysis in favour of one option over another.  However, at this stage, we have 

the costs for both at a similar level of design and estimation accuracy, and the overall merits of one 

over the other will be dependent on the assessment of relative benefits in due course. 
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Appendix A Signalling and operational strategy 

A 1 Introduction 
These notes have been prepared on the basis of technical advice provided by Kilborn Consulting which we have 

simplified further here for the lay reader. The objective was to identify a signalling solution at lowest cost to the 

project, examining two specific variants - traditional and next-generation. 

A 1.1 Traditional signalling 
The first is a solution using traditional signalling principles such as Solid State Interlocking (SSI) or Computer 

Based Interlocking (CBI), which both depend on lineside signals. The existing signalling at Watford Junction is 

understood to be a SSI system, which is progressively being replaced across the country by CBI systems.   

Although it may be possible to save some costs by re-using parts salvaged from decommissioning activity 

elsewhere on the network, other factors to consider are the reducing number of people with experience in 

installing and maintaining such systems, and the cost implications of changes in the control centre as well as the 

lineside equipment.  Even small additions have to be evaluated for their impact on the signaller’s workload, and 

if it is ‘the straw that breaks the camel’s back’, it can trigger the cost of additional signalling staff which is a long 

term operational cost. 

A 1.2 Next-generation signalling 
The second signalling system is a Cab Based Train Control (CBTC) system which provides Movement Authority 

and speed advice to the driver through an in-cab display.  It depends on radio-based communication systems to 

determine the type, location and speed of each train on the network and uses that information to advise drivers 

what action to take.   

The European Train Control System (ETCS) Level 2 which provides cab-based advice but uses track detection 

systems to determine train location is only just being rolled out in Europe. Level 3 removes the need for track-

based detection systems and is still under development and trial.   

The benefits of Level 2 and particularly Level 3 signalling are intended to be the more efficient use of trains on a 

congested network, allowing trains to be sequenced closer together. On this route, such benefits are likely to be 

minimal and therefore Level 2/3 is not necessary to generate efficiency benefits. 

However, the features of this project make it an attractive option for a live trial system: 

• Short length railway – so limited infrastructure (radio mast) costs 

• No tunnels – so GPS-based location can be used without complication 

• No interconnecting railways – so no operational pollution from other services 

• No freight – so no long, heavy trains with different braking patterns to allow for 

• Consistent train units – so all vehicles are one type, making calculations easy 

• Limited vehicles on the system – so very few vehicles (perhaps 4 or 5) need to be fitted out 

• No large gradients – so braking calculations are easy 

• One level crossing – allowing testing of the system with a manageable number of level crossings 

The hope is that if the UK’s Digital Railway or potential Level 3 Manufacturers can be persuaded to adopt this 

project to demonstrate their equipment in the hope of winning much larger contracts elsewhere, then the 

system may be provided free or at nominal charge to the project. 

A 2 Strategy 
A 2.1 Next-generation signalling option evaluation 
Kilborn Consulting has evaluated both of these generic options and concluded that although the next-generation 

signalling approach would be ideal, the current trend in Network Rail’s Digital Railway programme is to focus on 

improvements to the control centre traffic management system because this is anticipated to give best value 

for money. Other lines have already been identified for ETCS testing and it seems unlikely that a new trial site 

would be adopted in line with the timings for this project whenever it goes ahead.  Therefore it seems that 
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although it could be worth lobbying manufacturers and Digital Railway just in case, this is a risky strategy to 

commit to. 

A 2.2 Traditional signalling 
There are sub-variants to a traditional signalling solution, but we have focussed on a solution designed to avoid 

changes to the signalling control centre and hence removing the risk of control centre and staffing costs. This is 

achieved through the creation of a ‘signalling island’ that is automatically controlled without need for oversight 

by the local signaller at Wembley.  This approach is valid for both Options D and E, though we have used Option 

D for illustration the principle is the same. 

In this option there are four track sections, controlled by axle-counters (or possibly track circuits within the 

loops): 

• Watford Junction to the London End of the loop 

• St Albans Abbey to the Country End of the loop 

• The Down Loop (northbound) 

• The Up Loop (southbound) 

New colour-aspect signals are provided in advance of each track section break point.  Points would be set to 

ensure that each loop track is one-way i.e. northbound trains go to the west loop, and southbound trains to the 

east loop. 

A 2.2.1 Normal passenger operations 

During normal passenger operations, four-car trains would depart from opposite ends of the route i.e. 

Watford Junction and St Albans Abbey at approximately the same time.  Each would have signalled 

clearance to approach the loop and continue on to the end of the loop where it would stop in the platform 

until the single line ahead is shown clear. 

Shortly after a train enters the loop, the single line section behind it will be cleared so that the train in 

the other loop can travel into it.  Both trains then continue on into the single line sections to the other 

end of the line where they can stop and then repeat the exercise in reverse. 

A 2.2.2 Start of the day 

The complex part of this strategy is how to get two 4-car units into and out of the line such that each train 

only has permission to move when the line ahead is definitely clear.  At the moment, each train is directed 

by the signaller from the depot to the Abbey Line, where the driver has a ‘token’ to prove that their train 

is the only train on that route. The token is handed back at the end of the day. If we are to avoid signalling 

control for the whole route, then movement authority still has to be controlled even without a signaller. 

Our proposal is to bring both trains in together as a single 8-car train. The driver of the lead train (“Train 

A”) takes the token. The driver of the attached train (“Train B”) remains in their cab.   

The A+B train travels to Bricket Wood as an Empty Coaching Stock (ECS) move (i.e. without passengers).  

At Bricket Wood, the A+B train splits into separate trains A and B.  Train A then departs for St Albans 

Abbey.   

As soon as it enters the single line section to St Albans Abbey, the protecting signal on the Bricket Wood 

Down (northbound) platform will turn red so the driver of Train B cannot accidentally proceed beyond 

the end of the platform, though Train B will move forward to the end of the platform ready to enter 

service. 

Train A can enter service from St Albans Abbey and will have signalled movement authority into the 

Bricket Wood Up (southbound) platform (and beyond to Watford Junction).  When Train A is in the Up 

platform at Bricket Wood, and Train B is in the Down platform, Train B can also depart as a passenger 

service.  Each then begins their cyclical routine through the day. 
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FIGURE 155: SCHEMATIC OF SIGNALLING SOLUTION (USING OPTION D AS AN EXAMPLE) 

 

A 2.2.3 End of the day 

At the end of the day, both trains must return to Bricket Wood – Train A in the Up platform, Train B in 

the Down platform – and all passengers must disembark from Train A.   

Train B continues on to St Albans Abbey where all passengers disembark and the train comes out of 

service.  The remaining moves of the day are ECS moves.  Train B returns, stopping at the signal protecting 

the Up loop.  Meanwhile, Train A pulls forward to the signal on the up loop.  The driver would then 

execute a Calling On procedure by operating a one-time operation push button in a secure locked cabinet 

for operation by the driver of the first train to clear a subsidiary aspect on the protecting signal.  

The Calling On would allow the Train B driver to approach Train A at very low speed. As Train B clears the 

St Albans Abbey section, the signal behind it would revert to normal operation. Once both trains A and B 

are in the Up loop section, they can be joined together using normal procedures as in a depot or terminus, 

at which point it is a single ‘A+B’ train.  The driver of Train A still has the token, and is able to drive as an 

A+B train back to Watford Junction where the token can be handed back as it leaves the Abbey Line. 

A 2.2.4 Recovery of defective vehicles 

In the event of one of the trains failing now, a recovery train leaves the depot at Northampton and rescues 

the defective train on the Abbey Line, taking it to Northampton before returning to then take over the 

Abbey Line service.  This is a very time consuming and frustrating exercise for passengers. 

In the event of a failed train with two trains on the system, the following approach is proposed, but would 

be subject to detailed discussion with the operator. 

Once a train is declared as needing to be taken out of service (Train A), the other train (Train B) would 

also need to be taken out of service temporarily as soon as is practicable, probably at either St Albans 

Abbey or Watford Junction.  It would then return to be used as a rescue train in a similar manner to that 

which occurs currently.  It would take the failed train to Watford Junction and normally use one of the 

vacant electrified sidings.  It would then return into service and run as a single train does now until the 

end of the day.  Meanwhile, the operator could send a rescue vehicle down from the depot at 

Northampton to collect the failed train and bring it to the depot for repairs. 
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Although this leaves the Abbey line with a reduced service for the rest of the day (we think it is likely to 

be too disruptive to reinstate a two-train service in the middle of the day) it does at least restore a service 

much quicker than is currently the case. 

A 2.3 Outcomes 
With the proposed approach, there would be no need for signaller intervention, other than for the train entering 

or leaving, as is believed to be the case at present and therefore signaller workload impacts should not be an 

issue. There would also be no need for the ‘signalling island’ at Bricket Wood to interact with the rest of the NR 

signalling system and no need to amend the NR signalling.  

However, the potential problems include: - 

• The required length of the loop to accommodate splitting and joining – which has now been 

incorporated in the design and costs  

• Staff concerns over the change in train operation, this should not be underestimated and needs careful 

handling 

• Train Operating Company acceptance 

• Obtaining approval for novel operation 

On balance, we therefore consider this is likely to be the most cost-effective approach we can propose that 

meets the criteria. 
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Appendix B Cost pricing notes 

B1 Optimism Bias 
Optimism Bias is a much-misunderstood concept and is not the same as risk or contingency.  It is a 

means by which the calculated and risk-adjusted costs are increased by a factor that recognises that 

projects of this type statistically increase from their early estimates by about this amount. Whereas 

cost estimates and risks are calculated – as here – based on a prescribed set of works, this is only 

accounting for the ‘known knowns’ (the things we know we know) and the ‘known unknowns’ (the 

things we know we don’t know).   

Optimism Bias recognises that at the very early stages of projects there are ‘unknown unknowns’, 

which are the things we don’t know we don’t know. The reason that these are unknown is simply a 

function of the limited time, budget, site investigations and stakeholder engagement thus far, and 

that such matters can often reveal issues that could not have been foreseen in the early stages of a 

project. 

Nevertheless, Government guidance is that while projects may adopt the risk-adjusted figure before 

Optimism Bias for project management purposes, the full estimate including Optimism Bias is the 

figure to be used for business case development when applying for Government funding, and 

therefore we have shown this amount represented as a probability range. 

B2 Cost categories 
The following terms are used to describe the ways in which different parts of the cost build up are 

included. 

TABLE 6: EXPLANATION OF COST CATEGORIES 

Term Typical contents 

Measured Direct Costs These are the construction costs built up on a quantities x rates basis.  It 

will include all items for which a specific quantity has been determined 

Additional Direct Cost 

Allowances 

An allowance for general more detailed items not measured because it 

would take a disproportionate time to develop the detail required to 

develop unit rates or quantities relative to the improvement in accuracy 

gained 

Indirect costs These are the costs relating to enabling work such as design, contractor 

preliminaries (site accommodation, access, security, admin, attendant 

labour, plant, temporary works, health & safety, insurance etc.), project 

management, possessions, compensations, and Network Rail Asset 

Protection 

Land and property 

costs 

Land take, compensation, environmental and consultation and legal costs 

Optimism Bias Allowance for ‘unknown unknowns’ 

 

B3 Assumptions 
We have outlined the major design assumptions within the text of this report. 

• Costs are stated at 2018 prices 

• Unit rates are in some cases based on historical rates uplifted by the Rail Cost Index produced by the 

Building Cost Information Service (BCIS) from the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) 
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• Unit rates have been based on a range of sources from supplier quotes to other publicly available 

project estimates.  Where we are uncertain as to the accuracy of specific unit rates, this is reflected in 

the cost range and contingency for each line item 

• The probability range is determined from a modified ‘three-point estimate’ approach with data 

presented as a normalised curve.  It is intended to articulate the degree of confidence in both quantity 

and unit rates accuracy as aggregated up to the overall project.  As a statistical representation of one-

off projects it would be difficult to ‘prove’ the accuracy of the approach, however, the process is based 

on similar accepted industry methods (Gantt chart analysis; Monte Carlo analysis) and is considered 

reasonable for this stage of design. 

• Design would be in accordance with Network Rail standards 

• All costs other than Measured Direct costs are considered as percentage allowances based on industry 

experience and are provisional sums 

• Access costs will be reasonable based on normal negotiations with local land owners 

B4 Exclusions 
There are some types of costs that we have not included within this estimate. 

• VAT 

• Land purchase or leasing costs 

• Costs associated with any resulting train modifications or driver training 

• Environmental, geological, or dimensional survey costs 

• Environmental protection measures 

• Inspection or rehabilitation of track drainage 

• Inspection, design or modifications to the existing brick arch footbridge 

• New mains or statutory undertakings costs, including temporary diversions 

• Maintenance costs 


